NOTES:

1. Material is Dow Styrofoam "Pyrofoam" or equivalent (insulation value R-5 per inch or better).

2. Pieces can be single layers or built up from several thin layers.

3. 1/8" tolerances.

4. Complete set consists of:
   - Top #1: 1x
   - Top #2: 1x
   - Bottom: 1x
   - Right: 1x
   - Front: 1x
   - Back Insert #1: 2x
   - Back Insert #2: 1x

5. Back insert made of material removed from back piece.

6. See sheet 2 for remaining pieces.

Part Number: PPS-EN-003

Material: 1/4" thickness

Dimensions:
- Front: 2 pieces (1-3/8" x 3/4"
- Top #2: 1-3/4" thickness
- Top #1: 2 pieces (3/8"
- Bottom: 1/4"
- Right: 1/4"
- Front: 1/4"
- Back Insert #1: 2 pieces (1-3/8"
- Back Insert #2: 1 piece (3/8"
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Revision: B

Approval: 

Application: 

Description: 

Model: 1/2" thickness, 1/2" relief